
Looking northward from Ballroom area.

The areas on right and left are exhibit areas that are 9’ wide by 7’ deep.



This  north exhibit space is the opposite end of the ballroom and other 

exhibits. It is outside the Olympus rooms. The spaces are 9’ wide but only 2’ 

deep.



Another look at the north exhibit area. Spaces are 9’ wide by 2’ deep. They 

are outside the Olympus rooms.



This is a view of a south end exhibit space near the ballroom. 

The space is 9’ wide and 7’ deep.



This shows the pillars separating the spaces. The furniture will be removed. 

The front of the exhibit space is at the edge of the patterned carpet area. (See 

yellow dotted line superimposed on carpeting.)



A longer view of south exhibit spaces.



A Marriott event with exhibitors. This is the north end with 9’x2’ space. Note 

front of tables in line with carpet design. At the background are the doors 

leading to the pre-function area of the ballroom.
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